High-frequency instabilities are observed in connection with unstable fireballs. Fireballs are discharge phenomena near positively biased electrodes in discharge plasmas. They are bounded by a double layer whose potential is of order of the ionization potential. Fireballs become unstable when plasma losses and plasma production are not in balance, resulting in periodic fireball pulses. High-frequency instabilities in the range of the electron plasma frequency have been observed. These occur between fireball pulses, hence are not due to electron beam-plasma instabilities since there are no beams without double layers. The instability has been identified as a sheath-plasma instability. Electron inertia creates a phase shift between high-frequency current and electric fields which destabilizes the sheath-plasma resonance. High-frequency signals are observed in the current to the electrode and on probes near the sheath of the electrode. Waveforms and spectra are presented, showing bursty emissions, phase shifts, frequency jumps, beat phenomena between two sheaths, and nonlinear effects such as amplitude clipping. These reveal many interesting properties of sheaths with periodic ionization phenomena.
Introduction
Sheaths are of universal importance in plasma physics. They form at the interface between plasmas and solid boundaries to balance the fluxes of particles with different velocities. The research on sheaths in plasmas has a long history [1] . It has been concerned with steady-state sheath and presheath properties in unmagnetized [2] and magnetized plasmas [3] [4] [5] , transient phenomena [6] [7] [8] , sheaths in rf plasmas [9] , sheath instabilities [10] [11] [12] and sheaths with ionization phenomena [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] . The last is the topic of this work. Ionization can arise in electron-rich sheaths, i.e. on positively biased electrodes in partially ionized gases where electrons are accelerated in the sheath to energies above the ionization energy. Although ionization produces pairs of opposite charges the sheath is modified because the electrons are collected rapidly while the ions are ejected slowly. The resultant excess positive charges lead to a broadening of the potential profile, which enhances the ionization rate, leading to an avalanche-like expansion of the sheath into a 'fireball'. The growth eventually comes to an end when plasma production and ion losses balance, which is mainly controlled by the potential drop at the fireball boundary and the fireball size. An ionizing double layer separates the fireball from the ambient plasma. If the particle balance is not achieved, fireballs collapse and regrow. Such pulsating fireballs are highly nonlinear phenomena involving the physics of sheaths, double layers, ionization processes and various instabilities. This work focuses on high-frequency instabilities near the electron plasma frequency for pulsating fireballs.
It is well known that high-frequency oscillations can be produced by electron beam-plasma instabilities created by double layers [21, 22] . The beams are due to electron acceleration at the double layer and injected into trapped electrons on the high-potential side of the double layer. Such instabilities can only be observed during a fireball [23] . In this work high-frequency oscillations are observed in the absence of fireballs, hence are due to a different effect.
It is also known that electron-rich sheaths exhibit instabilities due to inertial effects analogous to monotron oscillations in diodes [24, 25] . An electron traverses a sheath on the order of the electron plasma period 2π/ω p . The current associated with the electron motion is delayed relative to an oscillating electric field near ω p . A negative rf conductivity arises when ω p τ 2π, where τ is the electron transit time, which destabilizes the sheath-plasma resonance [26, 27] . The latter arises at the sheath-plasma interface where the sheath forms a capacitive layer while the plasma dielectric is negative (inductive) when ω < ω p . This instability has been demonstrated for spherical electrodes [10, 12] and is believed to explain the present observations.
Between pulsating fireballs the sheath is highly dynamic. Sheath-plasma oscillations are observed to be bursty with frequency drifts and jumps. The two sheaths on both sides of an electrode oscillate at different frequencies leading to beat phenomena. Amplitude clipping has been observed causing rectification and harmonic generation. The latter can couple to propagating electromagnetic waves. The amplitude loss during bursts has been investigated. An abrupt frequency drop, which precedes the loss in amplitude, can be explained by sheath broadening due to sporadic sheath ionization. It increases the electron transit time and quenches the instability. Prior to onset of the fireball the instability disappears by this process. Thus, the sheath-plasma instability provides a sensitive diagnostic tool for studying ionization phenomena within sheaths.
The paper first describes the experimental setup and diagnostics. Then the experimental results are presented in three subsections. A conclusion summarizes the new findings and indicates possible further investigations.
Experimental setup
The experiments are performed in the Innsbruck dc discharge device [18] , a cylindrical vacuum chamber (0.45 m diameter, 0.9 m length), schematically shown in figure 1(a). An unmagnetized discharge plasma (density 10 8 -10 9 cm −3 , electron temperature kT e 2 eV, discharge voltage V dis 50 V and current I dis = 0.1-1 A) is produced in argon, helium and neon at pressures (1-5) × 10 −3 mbar. The cathode consists of two types of filaments, 0.5 mm diameter, 5 cm long thoriated tungsten wires, and has a temperature-limited emission and a 5 cm long barium-oxide coated nickel wire which is space-charge limited. Fireballs are created with a gridded electrode (5 cm diameter) consisting of a highly transparent mesh (0.25 mm spacing, 0.02 mm wire thickness), shown in a microscope image in figure 2(a) . By comparing the I -V characteristics of a solid and gridded probe of identical sizes, a transparency of typically 50% has been determined. Since the wire spacing is of the order of the Debye length, a plane equipotential surface is formed in the plasma as evident from the luminous sheath shown in figure 2(b) . The objective of this electrode was to produce two large fireballs on either side of the grid with a minimum current drawn from the plasma. However, as shown in figure 2(c), unlike the sheath, a fireball forms mainly on one side of the grid with shapes ranging from hemispheric to cylindrical. The reason is the modification of the sheath potential by a fireball, sketched in figure 1(a) . Without the fireball the grid potential drop is close to the applied grid voltage. Once the fireball grows it pulls up the plasma potential in the entire discharge to V grid − V dl , where the double layer potential V dl is close to the ionization potential of the gas (15.8 eV in Ar). Ionization takes place in the large fireball but not in a thin sheath of reduced potential drop V dl .
The fireball light is inspected visually, recorded with a digital camera and time resolved with a fast photodiode, all through a large radial window. Pulsating fireballs appear visually fuzzy and dim because the luminescent boundary is moving and the duty cycle may be low. Unstable fireballs may also jump from one side of the electrode to the other which gives the appearance of a symmetric fireball. Time-resolved light measurements are important for resolving growth and decay of time-varying fireballs and comparison of light with currents and densities. The present photodiode has a time resolution of t 1 µs.
Plasma diagnostics consist of an axially movable coaxial Langmuir probe (0.25 mm diameter, 5 mm length). The data acquisition is performed with a digital oscilloscope (4 channel, 1 GHz, 10 4 samples).
Experimental results

High-frequency instabilities between pulsating fireballs
The observation of high-frequency instabilities in connection with double layers is well known and explained by electron beam-plasma instabilities [21, 22] . The beams are due to electron acceleration at the double layer and strongly interact with the background electrons. Such interactions have also been observed in fireballs [23] . Fireballs have a spherical geometry and may be small in terms of plasma wavelengths (v b /f pe 1 cm) such that beam-plasma instabilities may not grow to large amplitudes.
New observations of high-frequency signals have been made for pulsating fireballs. Figure 3 (a) shows waveforms of several light pulses of unstable fireballs and the simultaneously recorded rf fluctuations in the grid current which were extracted by an rf transformer in series with the grid bias line. The rf signals are usually seen before and after a fireball but not during the peak of the fireball which is more evident on an expanded time scale, shown in figure 3(b). Between fireballs the instability can be intermittent due to sheath ionization as explained further below. Beam-plasma interactions cannot explain the oscillations between pulses since there are no beams without fireballs. Although the grid voltage is constant the emission is highly intermittent showing that the sheath is highly dynamic between fireball decay and growth. At lower grid voltages the bursts go over into steady-state oscillations.
It is well known that a sheath can become unstable at the sheath-plasma parallel resonance frequency (f res f pe ) [10] . The analogous case of monotron oscillations in diodes has been studied in detail [24, 25] . It predicts that the conductivity of the diode (sheath) has a real and imaginary component which depends on the electron transit time τ . The capacitance increases with τ while the conductance decreases, becoming negative for 2π < ωτ < 3π , which creates an instability in a resonant system with frequency ω. For a biased electrode in a plasma a resonance arises from the capacitive sheath and an inductive plasma response for ω ω p [26] . For sufficiently positive probe bias (V 30 V) the parallel sheath-plasma resonance at a frequency slightly below the electron plasma frequency becomes unstable [10] . In the presence of a fireball the grid is only about 15 V positive with respect to the plasma potential, which is insufficient to excite the instability. But without fireball the bias rises to V grid 50 V and the instability can occur.
The instability is observed both on the grid and on a movable probe inside the plasma. By comparing the phase and amplitude of the two signals it has been verified that the oscillation is not a propagating electron plasma wave but an evanescent field originating from the electrode. This is consistent with the fact that the sheath-plasma resonance occurs below the plasma frequency. However, the observed frequency scales as ω ∝ ω p , where ω p has been varied via the discharge current, gas pressure and grid voltage within a parameter range where pulsating fireballs occur. 
Bursts, beats and nonlinear effects
Interesting sheath properties can be inferred from a careful comparison of the grid and probe waveforms. Figure 4 shows a simultaneous single-shot record of the rf grid current δI grid and the probe signal δI probe with high time resolution (<0.8 ns sample −1 ). The unbiased probe is located 0.5 cm from the grid with probe wire normal to the grid such that the 50 terminated probe signal is a measure for the sheath rf electric field. The rf grid current is typically δI grid 120 mV/50 for a dc current I grid 150 mA at V grid = 70 V. The bursts of rf oscillations occur after the collapse of fireball pulses. To first order the signals look alike such that one might consider capacitive coupling between grid and probe, but further expansion of the time scale reveals that the waveforms are not identical.
Figures 5(a) and (b) show waveforms and a phasor plot of δI grid versus δI probe during the initial amplitude rise. At this time both signals are in phase. However, at t 1 µs later, figures 5(c) and (d) show that the two waveforms have developed a 90
• phase shift while both oscillate at a constant frequency and amplitude. The sheath oscillation on the probe side is delayed relative to that on the opposite side which is also detected in the the grid current. The phase shift begins at the peak amplitude, t 0.8 µs, when a wave beat develops. If the phase shift between both sheath oscillations increased to 180
• destructive interference would occur, a possible explanation for the bursty nature of the instability. Such destructive interference occurs at each beat node when two sheaths oscillate momentarily in opposite directions.
In some cases the quasi-steady-state conditions may last for many microseconds with frequency changes of less than 1%, implying highly stable sheaths and constant plasma densities across and along the 5 cm diam grid. Figures 6(a) and (b) show the waveforms and a phasor plot when figure 4 exhibits a wave beat (0.8 < t < 1.3 µs), identified by a phase jump at the nodes. A beat implies a superposition of two oscillations with small frequency differences, such as two sheaths oscillating at a slightly different frequency. Both signals show beats with the same period but a delay in the amplitude nulls or peaks. The phase diagram alternates between linear and circular plots. Linear plots arise when one signal has a node, e.g. at t = 0 and t = 80 ns. Elliptical contours occur when both signals are nonzero and phase shifted. Due to the phase reversal at nodes the sense of rotation on the fast time scale (ωt) reverses between linear plots while the rotation on the beat time scale ( ωt) remains the same. This observation suggests that the sheaths on both sides of the grid not only oscillate at different frequencies but that the probe observes one oscillation with a phase delay. The latter may arise from electron inertia between the opposite sheath to the probe.
The next interesting feature is a nonlinear effect shown in figures 6(c) and (d). At t ≈ 1.2 µs the grid current is clipped for positive amplitudes only. The circular phase plot approaches a semicircular shape. The polarity dependence is an indication that the rf current is not a displacement current but a particle current. Current clipping implies a loss of electron collection. The sheath electric field (∝δI probe ) on the probe side remains sinusoidal. Thus the probe signal is not capacitively coupled to the grid signal. When positive currents are clipped the negative unclipped amplitude also decreases, implying that clipping produces damping. In some cases clipping has also been seen for negative polarities. Clipping will be shown below to give rise to rectification and harmonic generation. In fact, sheath rectification led to the discovery of the sheath-plasma resonance [26] .
One also observes from figure 4 that near t 2.5 µs the probe oscillations decay faster than the grid oscillations, indicating again different sheath oscillations on both sides of the grid.
The beat phenomenon has been further investigated. Figures 7(a) and (b) show examples of rf waveforms with different beats. The beat frequency can gradually drift up and down ( figure 7(a) ) or abruptly jump to a new value on a time scale shorter than the ion plasma period (2π/ω p,i 1 µs) ( figure 7(b) ). Some beats have perfect nodes, implying the superposition of two identical oscillations, but more common are nonzero nodes or created by oscillations with different amplitudes.
All beats arise from two oscillations leading to the conclusion that the two sheaths on each side of the grid oscillate differently. The instability frequency depends on several factors such as grid and plasma potential, sheath thickness and electron density, of which only the grid potential is identical and constant. The fact that the beat frequency can change faster than the ion plasma period excludes density variations except for slow frequency changes. Furthermore, density gradients parallel and normal to the sheath surface are equally likely, yet more than two lines are not observed. Likewise, standing sheath waves transverse to the grid can also be excluded since they would produce multiple modes [28] .
Spectra, frequency drifts and jumps
The rf waveforms have also been investigated in the frequency domain which reveals new properties of the instability. A fast Fourier transform (FFT) has been performed and the magnitude of the complex transform is displayed. Starting with the beat phenomenon, figure 8 displays the spectra of δI grid and δI probe from simultaneously measured traces. As expected the grid spectrum consists of two lines of slightly different amplitudes accounting for a beat with nonzero nodes. The probe spectrum shows a much stronger low-frequency line compared with the upper line, leading to the conclusion that the sheath on the probe side, where the fireball was formed, oscillates at the lower frequency. A lower density or wider sheath favors sheath ionization and fireball formation, which could be the explanation why pulsating fireballs always reform on the same side of the grid. A lower density arises when ion expulsion near the grid exceeds ion production which was the reason for the collapse of the fireball. Following up on the nonlinear effects figure 9 shows the spectrum and the waveforms of clipped rf oscillations. been established, its occurrence is predictable. The raw ac grid current waveform exhibits both low-frequency and high-frequency fluctuations, shown in figure 9 (a). The low-frequency waveform (center yellow line) is obtained by smoothing the raw waveform over the high-frequency time scale. In previous pictures, the low-frequency component has been filtered out by an rf transformer. Clipping of the high-frequency waveform predictably occurs when the low frequency oscillation peaks but not when the total amplitude peaks (t 0.1 µs). The low-frequency current fluctuations can be faster than the ion plasma period, hence are not ion acoustic waves. Furthermore, density variations would shift the instability frequency which is not observed during clipping.
However, the current collection on a semi-transparent grid is also a function of its transparency, i.e. the ratio of electrons passing through the grid compared with those collected by the grid wires. Current clipping can arise when fewer electrons are collected and more transmitted which can be the result of wave-particle acceleration. An electron entering the sheath transfers energy to the field, but gains energy when exiting on the opposite side. If the field strengths on both sides of the grids are unequal, electrons may be accelerated preferentially in one direction, i.e. one polarity of the oscillation. Current clipping has also been seen for negative oscillations but never for both polarities together. Asymmetries can also arise from plasma potential gradients such as produced by the low-frequency oscillations. The electron dynamics inside the sheath is complicated since the potential surfaces are plane only at the edge of the sheath due to Debye shielding but not near the thin grid wires. Electrons are deflected, as in Coulomb collisions, and experience wave-particle-like interactions in the rf field. Clearly, more work is required to understand these nonlinear effects.
An expanded view of the clipped waveform is shown in the inset of figure 9(b) , which displays the FFT for a 100 ns time interval of the clipped rf waveform. It shows harmonics up to the Nyquist limit (1250 MHz for 0.4 ns sample −1 ). The harmonics are all above the plasma frequency and can excite propagating electromagnetic waves as demonstrated earlier [10] . Rf displacement currents must be present in order to close the rf current between the grid and ground through the plasma.
When an FFT is taken over a long time span, a broad spectrum is observed, which is difficult to interpret. More informative are time-resolved spectra where FFTs are taken over successive time intervals which are long compared with the rf period but short compared with changes in the medium. An example is given in figure 10 for a waveburst containing typical amplitude bite-outs, beats and nonlinearities. A singleshot waveform of δI grid is recorded over a long time span yet at full resolution (0.8 ns sample −1 ) for the rf oscillation ( figure 10(a) ). Figure 10 (b) shows a contour plot of the FFT versus time and frequency. The dominant feature is the fundamental line f 0 , which gradually shifts down in time at a rate of ≈3.2 MHz µs −1 . However, there is an amplitude discontinuity (t 1.5 µs) where the frequency jumps down by 26 MHz or 12%. The detailed line spectrum of this event is shown in figure 10(c) . Prior to the loss in amplitude the line also decreases in frequency, which is observed in many cases. Further spectral features include line splitting due to beats (only visible on an expanded scale) accompanied by broad wings (t 4 and 5.5 µs). Harmonics are produced at large amplitudes. A weak subharmonic line can also be identified.
By observing many bursty emission events a general pattern has been recognized which is best demonstrated with a line spectrum such as shown in figure 11 . The waveform ( figure 11(a) ) shows an amplitude discontinuity at t 0 , a peak amplitude near t 1 and strong beats at t 2 . The FFT amplitude is displayed versus frequency line spectrum at successive time intervals of t = 0. to a peak amplitude (t 1 ) and splits into two lines or a beat in time (t 2 ). The beat period (inverse line spacing) increases when the low-frequency line decays while the high-frequency line does not shift. Beats stop abruptly and a single large line remains at t 7 µs. Again it shifts rapidly down in frequency which triggers the next amplitude loss.
The last example may give an explanation for the relation between frequency shifts and amplitude drops. Figure 12 (a) displays the grid current fluctuations on a long time scale both before and after a fireball pulse. In order to resolve the high-frequency oscillation on a long time scale with a limited number of samples (10 4 ), the density, hence frequency, has been lowered. The high-frequency signal dies at t 120 µs when the light signal from the fireball just starts to rise, i.e. at a time when ionization in the sheath starts to form a fireball. Low-frequency fluctuations (≈1 MHz), possibly current-driven sound turbulence, continue throughout the fireball, but should not be confused with the highfrequency sheath-plasma oscillations which are absent during the fireball. Figure 12(b) shows the f -t diagram of the highfrequency oscillations. The frequency drops precipitously before the fireball starts which cannot be explained by an exponential density decay because a fireball raises the density. However, a frequency decrease can arise from an increase in the electron transit time τ which requires the frequency to decrease since the instability requires ωτ 2π . An increase in transit time arises from sheath expansion associated with sheath ionization. Adding ions to an electron-rich sheath reduces the negative space-charge density, hence electric field, which is accomplished by increasing the sheath thickness. Secondary electron emission from the grid would decrease the sheath thickness and raise the frequency, which is not observed. Frequency pulling is possible in the presence of density gradients created by local ionization. Eventually, the resonance condition cannot be satisfied and the instability is quenched. The latter happens in any case since the fireball raises the ambient plasma potential to nearly V grid −V plasma . On the fireball side the sheath potential drop becomes negligible; on the opposite side of the grid it decreases to V ionization which is also below the instability threshold.
Potential changes also explain the bursty emissions between fireball pulses. Sporadic sheath ionization events, which do not avalanche into fireballs, may lead to short durations of sheath expansion, frequency drops and amplitude loss. After the ions are ejected from the sheath which, depending on the ion position in the sheath, may take only a fraction of an ion plasma period, the instability recovers at a lower frequency. Ions produced in the sheath have recently been studied with a mass spectrometer [29] . Thus, the sheath-plasma instability provides a sensitive diagnostic tool for studying the sheath dynamics of a positively biased electrode with ionization phenomena.
Conclusions
High-frequency instabilities in the regime of the electron plasma frequency have been observed in connection with pulsating fireballs. The oscillations arise before and after the fireballs which excludes beam-plasma instabilities arising at double layers. The oscillations are created by the sheathplasma instability at the highly positive electrode.
Sheath-plasma oscillations exhibit many interesting properties which are useful for sheath diagnostics. The difference in sheath properties on both sides of a plane electrode can be inferred from the beat between two sheath oscillations. Slow frequency drifts yield density decay rates. Rapid frequency drops arise from sheath broadening due to ionization within the sheath. Nonlinear effects cause amplitude clipping whose exact mechanism still remains to be investigated. The effect produces rectification and creation of harmonics which can excite propagating waves. The role of electrons traveling through the grid openings needs further investigations. These can couple the two sheath oscillation and may be stochastically heated by the oscillating sheath electric field.
